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Introduction
The inevitable migration of the financial system to
digital currency platforms.
The world has been undergoing intense
financial transformation since 2009, with
the launch of the then-underestimated
BITCOIN. More conservative experts
warned at the time that investing in a
DIGITAL asset that was not regulated by
any financial agency could be the
beginning of a headache for investors at
the time. But today, with the technological
transformations experienced in this
relatively short period of time, it is common
sense that BITCOIN brought the innovation
of Cryptocurrencies to our daily lives. Large
financial institutions already have large
reserves of BITCOIN in their investment
portfolio, the regulatory institutions of the
world money trade, in turn, will understand
that a digital asset could not be fought due
to the numerous improvements and
facilities they brought. The world has been
undergoing intense financial transformation
since 2009, with the launch of the thenunderestimated BITCOIN.

More conservative experts warned at the
time that investing in a DIGITAL asset that
was not regulated by any financial agency
could be the beginning of a headache for
investors at the time. But today, with the
technological changes experienced in this
relatively short period of time, it is common
sense that BITCOIN brought the innovation
of Cryptocurrencies to our daily lives. Large
financial institutions already have large
reserves of BITCOIN in their investment
portfolio, the regulatory institutions of the
world money trade, in turn, will understand
that a digital asset could not be fought due
to the numerous improvements and
facilities they brought.
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Conception
Taking advantage of the great and unique moment
we are living in the Crypto world.
There is no doubt that the world of Cryptocurrencies is in the full ascension stage.
Guided by this idea, a team of experienced investors in the stock market, together with
IT system developers and members of the Associação de Bingo do Brasil, created the
Royal Flush Coin project. Its primary basis is the integration of the world of
Cryptocurrencies with the comprehensive online betting and gaming market. This way,
allowing the user to have an asset in Crypto that will be used to guide bets linked to
official games of Football, Basketball, Tennis, Boxing, Volleyball, MMA fights and
eSports in general.
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Purpose
Be a reference on BetCripto.
The objective of the Royal Flush Coin project is to
consolidate itself as a Crypto Token capable of providing
the Investor/Player with the opportunity to invest in an
asset that, in addition to the possibility of market
appreciation due to the flow of transactions, also has the
option of using it to perform the most diverse types of
online bets. At first, only Royal Flush Coin Tokens will be
accepted in its own betting system and following its
development schedule, in the future on its website in
Online Casino mode, allowing the holder of the RFC Token
not only to bet on sporting events , but also uses them to
buy credits used in Poker, Black Jack, Roulette, Craps
games within your Casino site.
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Tokenomic
Aiming at a sustainable system.
Based on successful Tokens studies, it was verified that to generate a sustainable and
better usability system, the initial Tokens distribution must be done in a way to neither
allow evictions nor illegal manipulations. With this in mind, a SINGLE Dev portfolio was
created containing the amount of 2% of the total initial supply of the Token, and the rest
will be distributed as follows:

Dev - 02%
Pre Sale - 20%

Marketing
5%
Banca
8%

Trade - 55%
Burn - 10%
Bank Royal Bet - 08%

Dev
2%

Pre Sale
20%

Burn
10%

Marketing - 05%

Trade
55%
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Mapping
Address of wallets for mapping.
Contract
0xeFC239f28a83761EBc6Aa7581b4889d3c03BA248

Dev
0xC1bfd75a68e411CAd7eaa7e943ed07F593FaA6FB

Marketing
0x6F7935e6a212dd1CEbAAE18D8433f73c2F114e1a

Bank Royal Bet
0x136DDaC633d6A874710c9E00cfCF063a938446C7

Burn
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead

Accountability
Investor Transparency.
The Royal Bet Banking wallet will be used to fund the bet payouts resulting from the
Royal Flush Coin Bet system and no market sales will be carried out by this wallet. Any
and all actions that are necessary to use resources from the Marketing portfolio will be
taken for approval by the board and made public through our Social Media.
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Roadmap
Initial planning and objectives.
Investors who actively participate in the world of DeFi Tokens know that several projects
have emerged in recent times. Many of these projects bring unfeasible goals or even
deadlines that do not match what was proposed. With this in mind, the Royal Flush Coin
team brought goals that are realistic and can be delivered with the commitment of your
team, setting goals and reporting every step of what will be planned/delivered.

Stage 1
Launch of Social Media and Website
Commitment to marketing campaigns for wide dissemination
Partnership with Content Creators (Poker and eSports)
Pre sale
PancakeSwap Launch
Royal Bet Launch
First Solidproof.io audit
Logo Update on TrustWallet
Data and Logo updated at BSCScan
List on CMC and CG
Supporting Promising Players in Online Poker
Promote Online Poker Tournament

Stage 2
Promote Commemorative Tournament for Holders
Promote Tournament with funds raised aimed at charities
Complete audit by Certik
Listing in Centralized Exchange
Strengthen Ties with Content Creators and Poker Players
Monetize our channel on Twitch and Youtube with profit for repurchase

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Stage 3
Launch NTF's
Listing in TOP10 Centralized Brokerage
Online Store Launch (physical poker products)
Sponsorship of eSports Teams

Stage 4
Streaming Rights for Poker Tournaments
eSports RFC
Face-to-face eSports Tournaments
Royal Flush Casino Launch

Stage 1 - Q3 2021
Stage 2 - Q1 2022
Stage 3 - Q2 2022
Stage 4 - Q4 2022

•
•
•
•
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Royal Bet
The best of BetCrypto at your fingertips.
Available after the pre-sale has ended, the Royal Flush Coin Bet Online betting platform
is a system that only accepts the Token RFC as a payment method. With an
environment of easy usability and compatibility, including an application for mobile
devices, the user will be able to choose between several sporting events to place their
bets. At first, to avoid congestion by bots and bring the reception of personalized
service, bets will be validated through a specific contact from Telegran or Whatsapp,
where we will have online collaborators who received the request and will be able to
validate the transactions through the Hash (bscscan ). The destination wallet for
sending these transactions was called Banca Royal Bet and its initial Suply will be 10%.
Thinking about the valuation for our Holders, when for any reason the portfolio has a
suply above 15%, all the excess will be allocated to the Burn portfolio. Providing greater
value to the Token.
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Royal Casino
Betting and Online Games at your disposal.
This site will be developed in the same way as the most renowned On-Line Casinos
today, will be the final objective of the project. RFC Token holders will have at their
disposal a system that will allow not only bets on sporting events but also the possibility
of using their Tokens to bet on games on the site such as Poker, Black Jack, Roulette,
Craps, among others. The Royal Flush Coin team has already been in contact with the
most renowned developers of this type of platform and together with its legal team has
raised the legal needs for the creation and implementation of a tool of this proportion.
We hope that this project can undoubtedly become a reference in the niche of On-Line
Casinos dedicated exclusively to the Cripto world.
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Disclaimer
It is intended for informational purposes and is not a
statement of future intent.
This document sets out the current plan and development of the Royal Flush Coin project.
It is intended for informational purposes and is not a statement of future intent. Part of the
project is still under development. Royal Flush Coin makes no warranties as to the
successful development or implementation of such technologies and innovations, or
carrying out any other activities noted in this document, and disclaims any warranties
implied by law or otherwise permitted by law. Roya Flush Coin Tokens are not intended to
constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This article does not constitute a prospectus or
offering document of any kind, and is not intended to constitute a solicitation for investment
in securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any
opinion on any advice for buying or selling Royal Flush Coin Tokens. No investor is
required to enter into any contract or legal commitment obligation in connection with the
sale and purchase of the Token Royal Flush Coin. This Whitepaper, or any part of it, must
not be used or transmitted to any country where its distribution or disclosure is prohibited
or restricted. No part of this white paper may be reproduced, distributed or disseminated
without including this section. Royal Flush Coin's actual results, performance or
achievements may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements. Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be considered a promise,
representation or commitment as to the future performance of Royal Flush Coin. This
Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been
obtained from internal research, reports and studies, as well as market research and
publicly available information. Such research, reports, studies, market research and
publications have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no
guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of such information included. No
information in this Whitepaper should be considered as business, legal, financial or tax
advice in relation to Royal Flush Coin. Investors should consult their own legal, financial,
tax or other professional advisor. The investor should be aware that it may be necessary to
bear the financial risk of any purchase of Royal Flush Coin Tokens for an indefinite period
of time.

